Following failures of primary aerodynamic actuators, safe flight can be maintained by introducing alternative actuation systems, such as secondary aerodynamic surfaces and propulsion, for critical stability and control augmentation. This paper presents an intelligent hierarchical flight control system architecture that is designed using nonlinear adaptive synthesis techniques and on-line learning neural networks. Pseudo-Control Hedging is used for proper adaptation in the presence of actuator saturation, rate limits and actuator failure. The hierarchical structure of the proposed approach incorporates non-active secondary actuation channels that are engaged after a failure of a primary control surface has occurred. These secondary channels are designed to account for the usually lower authority and degraded performance that can be expected with a secondary actuation system. The proposed flight control system is evaluated in a nonlinear flight simulation environment.
Introduction
Actuator failure during flight poses a significant flight safety concern. Landing an aircraft in the presence of actuator failures presents a challenge to even the most experienced pilot. Recent accidents have been caused by the loss of a single actuator, or the loss of all the hydraulic actuation. 1 In general, conventional control requires extensive gain scheduling for a large number of operating points. When a conventional controller must be extended to account for actuator failures, a complete redesign is required for each anticipated failure case at all the gain scheduled operation points. Many types of failures can be envisioned, including but not limited to hardovers, loss of actuator effectiveness, and free-floating actuators, hence l eading to a very large scheduling table, making it difficult for real time implementation. Neural network (NN) based adaptive flight control was shown to require no gain scheduling and is only minimally model dependent. 2 Hence, it is an ideal candidate flight control system architecture to accommodate such failures.
The objective of this work is to design an adaptive control architecture that can respond to faults in the system, by utilizing redundancy in the actuation system. Ref. 3 demonstrated that such a system could effectively control an aircraft with major actuator failures. Refs. 4 and 5 showed that propulsion alone can provide stability augmentation for large transport aircraft, while Ref. 6 showed that adaptive propulsion only control could achieve the same effect without the need for scheduling. In this paper, the problem of continuous control in the presence of partial or complete loss of a single or multiple actuators is addressed, while utilizing all the remaining control effectors. The resulting control system utilizes this control redundancy in a manner nearly transparent to the pilot. The only visible effect on the aircraft is system performance degradation resulting from the fact that secondary actuators hare generally lower effectiveness, bandwidth and control authority.
Available controls considered in this study include the aerodynamic surfaces (ailerons, elevator and rudder) and the propulsion system. Response to loss of each of the three aerodynamic control surfaces is investigated. A control system that switches effectors is in greater danger of saturation, which may lead to difficulties in the adaptation process of the proposed nonlinear NN based control algorithms. A so-called Pseudo-Control Hedging (PCH) 3, 7, 8 methodology is employed to protect the system from the adverse affects of incorrect adaptation in the event of actuator saturation and failure. A hierarchy among the effectors with respect to forces and moments about each axis is developed, leading to a hierarchical adaptive control architecture. This architecture is tested in a numerical simulation environment. Multiple control channels are continuously trained in order to ensure that any appropriate secondary system is prepared to take over as failures in the primary systems occur.
Hierarchical Adaptive Control Architecture
The hierarchical adaptive control scheme proposed in this paper addresses sequential utilization of secondary actuation systems in case there are failures in the primary actuators. Secondary systems can be actuators that normally are not used for flight control, e.g., flaps or spoilers, or actuators that normally perform control tasks that are not safety critical. A typical example for the latter is, after encountering an aileron failure, using the rudder for roll control, while compromising turn coordination. The suggested hierarchical architecture allows for multiple levels of sequentially lower priority actuation if a higher-level actuation system has been exhausted (saturated) or failed.
After a failure, the use of a secondary actuator for a primary stability and control augmentation task entails an unavoidable degradation in the system performance resulting from the following:
• A secondary control task that may have been performed by the secondary actuator is abandoned.
• The performance (e.g., bandwidth, magnitude and/or rate limit, disturbance rejection) that can be achieved using this secondary actuator may be considerably lower than the nominal.
• The failed actuator, if frozen at a non-neutral position, may introduce forces and moments that have to be counteracted by the secondary actuator.
• Upsets and transients that occur before engaging the secondary actuation system must be returned to commanded values.
Beyond the physical limitations of the secondary actuators, many of the above shortcomings are addressed by the hierarchical control strategy suggested herein. The key elements of this methodology are secondary control loops that are engaged only on-demand following failures, but otherwise are active all the time to reduce transients when engaged. Both the primary and secondary control loops are designed using adaptive control techniques that incorporate on-line training neural networks (NNs). In particular, NN training during actuator saturation and/or during periods of normal operation (when the actuators they are intended to command are not engaged) is addressed. Switching logic between the various control channels within the hierarchical setup assumes at least partial knowledge of the failures, their type and magnitude.
The various control channels of the architecture are designed using feedback linearization, linear control design and NN compensation to address system linearization errors. NN training during actuator saturation, failure and when not in control is performed using the PCH methodology. Consequently, the secondary actuation channels can be engaged with minimal transients. Alternatively, due to on-going training of the failed control channels and the associated NNs, these channels can be rapidly re-engaged if a failure of a primary actuator is identified to be temporary, thus rapidly resuming nominal operation.
The proposed hierarchical controller architecture may vary between applications. It depends on the available secondary actuation sources and the choices made for the order in which they are to be employed. As an example, a discussion of longitudinal pitch rate and flight speed control is presented here. The primary actuation devices are elevator and throttle. In case of an elevator failure, flight speed control is compromised in favor of propulsion based pitch rate stability augmentation and control. A block diagram for this longitudinal control problem is presented in Figure 1 . The blocks above the dotted line represent the normal operation mode, while the bottom part of the figure depicts the elevator-failed case. The transition between the two modes is controlled by a switching logic. A detailed description of a single control channel design including PCH is delayed to the next section. In parallel, an alternative channel for pitch rate control using the throttle is executed. It has no effect on the aircraft control until an elevator failure is detected or measured.
Adaptive NN based controllers are used for both the primary and secondary actuation to address model uncertainty and reduce gain scheduling. However, the same architecture can be exploited as a retrofit to an existing primary control system designed using other, e.g., classical, control methods. For such systems, the secondary control channels can enhance the safety of an already certified flight control system.
After an elevator failure, the switching logic disengages the flight speed control circuit and engages the secondary channel of pitch rate control using the throttle (the switch in Figure 1 is moved down). The flight speed control loop continues to function with no effect on the actual throttle commands, except that now a PCH signal is computed based on the actual throttle position dictated by the secondary pitch rate loop. This way, the NN of the flight speed channel is properly trained, and if the elevator control is regained, flight speed control can be rapidly resumed.
The secondary pitch rate control channel using the throttle (propulsion control) is designed to incorporate the following important features:
• An alternative inverse model is utilized that assumes pitch rate is controlled using the throttle only. This model differs from the nominal one mainly in its control authority and allocation aspects.
• The reference model and the linear compensator are designed for the anticipated lower performance of this degraded mode, caused by the lower effectiveness and lower bandwidth of the propulsion actuation for pitch rate control. In addition, the difference in the relative degree of the throttle to pitch rate transmission compared to the case of elevator control is also account for in the design of the compensator and the reference model.
• The PCH signal is based on the actual throttle position. In the normal operation mode, th δ is dictated by the speed control channel (top of Figure 1 ), thus ensuring correct training of the NN, even though its output does not affect the controlled aircraft. This way, the NN is properly trained and ready to be engaged with minimal transients in the event of an elevator failure. Once this control loop takes over, the PCH is carried out in a standard manner based on the throttle position commanded by this channel.
The case of partial elevator failure, such as partial mechanical damage or mechanical blocking, can also be addressed using this architecture and switching logic. If the damage is rendered significant, requiring additional pitch rate authority for flight safety, the propulsion channel can be engaged in parallel to the damaged elevator channel. The two control loops will "cooperate" through the measured pitch rate feedback, while each channel is properly hedged with the correct actuation signals.
The hierarchical controller architecture presented above can be applied to any longitudinal or lateral control channel of an aircraft. Moreover, this hierarchical structure can be further extended to use addition control effectors in a particular control channel. For example, roll rate control, normally performed with the ailerons, can be diverted to the rudder after the ailerons have failed, and then further redirected to propulsion control for additional authority or due to a rudder failure.
Nonlinear Adaptive Flight Control Channel
Each channel of the proposed hierarchical flight control system is constructed in a Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) scheme, while operating with possibly saturated or failed actuators, or when not in control of the aircraft. Figure 2 presents the conceptual layout, which incorporates an approximate dynamic inversion block, a linear compensator and an on-line adaptive NN. The system is driven by the outputs of a reference model block, which has an input from the PCH element. The main advantage of the proposed control setup is in its minimal dependence on a specific aircraft model. The NN can compensate for a wide range of modeling (inversion) errors. The compensator design is straightforward and relies mainly on linear control theory. The NN adaptation rule results from nonlinear stability analysis, which insures that the error signals and network weights are bounded. Actuator limits, which normally lead to instability in an adaptive process, are addressed using the PCH technique. 8 This setup was successfully applied to a variety of aerospace applications 2, 3, 9 including a solution (without PCH) of propulsion only flight control assuming a total loss of aerodynamic actuation.
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Approximate System Linearization
One of the common methods for controlling nonlinear dynamical systems is based on approximate feedback linearization. 11, 12 We illustrate this approach for the special case in which the system has full relative degree, and each controlled variable (elements of x ) has a relative degree of two
where
. We introduce a pseudo-control input ν such that the dynamic relation between it and the system state is linear
The actual system controls δ are obtained by inverting Eq. (3). Since the function ( )
which results in a modeling error given by
fˆis assumed to have a known inverse and obeys the control effectiveness sign condition
Based on this approximation, the actuator command is constructed as
Approximate dynamic inversion produces a model inversion error that will be adaptively compensated using an on-line neural network.
As shown in Figure 2 , the total pseudo-control signal is constructed of three components
where rm ν is the pseudo-control signal generated by the reference model, lc ν is the output of the linear compensator, and ad ν is the signal generated by the adaptive introduced to compensate for the model inversion error. For this second order example, when there is no actuator saturation or failure and hence no PCH, the commanded pseudo-control signal generated by the reference model equals to a commanded acceleration rm x& & .
Linear Compensator Design
The ideally linearized plant consists of r pure integrators, where r is the relative degree of the system. The linear compensator is designed so that these r poles are stabilized. This is most often achieved using standard proportional-derivative (PD) compensators, although additional integral action can be incorporated to address steady state performance. The latter could potentially slow down the closed loop system response in return for improved steady state characteristics. In general, the linear compensator can be designed using any linear control design technique as long as the linearized closed loop system is stable. For the second order system, PD compensation is expressed by
where the state tracking error is defined by 
are asymptotically stable, i.e., A is Hurwitz. Here,
The linearized closed loop system is driven by the output of an at least th r order reference model. The order of the reference model is required for the subsequent stability analysis and the derivation of the adaptation algorithm. The reference model is hedged in the presence of saturation or failure using the pseudo-control hedging methodology that will be presented below.
Neural Network for Inversion Error Compensation
The dynamic model inversion and thus the nonlinear system linearization are in general not exact, mainly because the exact nonlinear model is not known or too complex to be implemented. Clearly, simplified inversion functions are advantageous from real time implementation perspective and thus are often adopted when adequate feedback linearization error compensation is incorporated in the controller design. In this study, a nonlinear single hidden layer (SHL) NN is used to compensate for the inversion error. The SHL NN was chosen because of its universal approximation property. 13, 14 For an input vector x , the output of the SHL NN is given by ( )
where V and W are the input and output weighting matrices, respectively, and σ is a sigmoid activation function. Although ideal weighting matrices are unknown and cannot be computed, they can be estimated with sufficient accuracy by solving differential equations derived using the Lyapunov stability analysis techniques. The analysis relies on the feedback loop structure presented in Figure 2 , and in particular on the linear compensator characteristics, and lead to the following NN weights training rules 7, 8 :
where W Γ and V Γ are the positive definite learning rate matrices, σ ′ is the partial derivative of the sigmoids σ with respect to the NN inputs x , and κ is the e-modification parameter. η is defined by
Here, 0 f P is a positive definite solution of the Lyapunov equation
for any positive definite 0 f Q . A and B in the above equations are the tracking error dynamics matrices defined in Eq. (13).
Pseudo-Control Hedging
PCH introduces a modification to previous work on NN based model reference adaptive flight control. It is used to address NN adaptation difficulties arising from various actuation anomalies, including actuator position and/or rate saturation, discrete (magnitude quantized) control, actuator dynamics, and partial or complete actuator failures. 3, 7, 8 NN training difficulties occur when unmodeled non-linear actuator characteristics are encountered. For example, unless an adaptive process is protected in some way, saturation that result from failed operation (or from attempting to adapt while not in control) quickly leads to NN wind-up. The main idea behind the PCH methodology is to limit or hedge the reference model of a MRAC architecture to prevent the adaptive element from attempting to adapt to these characteristics, when they are present, while at the same time adapting to other sources of inversion error for which compensation is possible.
The conceptual idea of the PCH method is to "move the reference model backwards" by an estimate of the amount the controlled system did not move due selected actuator characteristic (such a position and rate limits, time delays, etc). In effect, the reference model, which produces the commanded pseudo-control, is limited or hedged according to the difference between the commanded and actually achieved pseudo control. PCH prevents the NN from adapting erroneously to actuator saturation or failure by interpreting the effect as model tracking errors. With PCH, the NN is trained correctly using only achievable pseudo-control signals. The same concept holds when the actual pseudo-control action is due to a different control logic and not the MRAC that incorporates the training NN (training while not in control).
To briefly review the PCH concept, consider the case of full model inversion, in which the plant dynamics is as in Eq. (1). The pseudo-control signal defined in Eq. (4) represents, in this simplified presentation, the desired acceleration, while the actuator commands are given by Eq. (8) . The dynamic inversion element is designed without consideration of the actuator model. Hence, this actuator command ( ) cmd δ will not equal the actual actuator position ( ) δ due to its dynamics, saturation and/or failure. The pseudo-control hedge signal h ν is defined as the difference between the commanded pseudo-control input and the actually achieved pseudo-control. This difference is non-zero only when the commanded actuator position is different from its actual value. To compute this difference, a measurement or an estimate of the actuator position δˆ is required. This estimate is then used to compute the pseudo-control hedge as
The PCH signal is next introduced as an additional input into the reference model, forcing it to "move back". If the reference model update without PCH was of the form
Simulation Results and Discussion
A nonlinear six-degrees of freedom (6DOF) simulation of a Boeing 747 aircraft 15 was used to investigate the proposed control methodology. Currently, only the longitudinal pitch rate control was examined, while complete longitudinal and lateral control modes will be presented in the final manuscript. Secondary actuators that will be explored include symmetric ailerons and propulsion for pitch rate control, rudder and differential thrust for yaw and roll, and more. In addition, the final evaluation of the proposed hierarchical control scheme will be carried out on the Stone-Soup-Simulator (SSS) used by NASA Ames. 16 The SSS models a generic, twin-engine, all-electric, fly-by-wire commercial aircraft. It provides an appropriate platform to compare control schemes, e.g., for flight safety. The SSS is a 6DOF nonlinear simulation, including nonlinear aerodynamics and nonlinear modeling of the actuators and engines.
To demonstrate the potential of a secondary actuation system, pitch rate control using propulsion only is presented, examining the case of failed (frozen at zero) elevator. In this mode, flight speed control is compromised for the more critical pitch rate control task. An adaptive control system was designed, using a simplified model inversion block and an on-line NN to compensate for inversion errors. The relative degree of this control channel is two. Hence, a PD compensator and a second order reference model were utilized in the design.
The simulation was initiated at trim, level flight of 280 feet/sec. A comparison between the commanded pitch rate doublet and the actual aircraft response is presented in Figure 3 , which also shows the engine thrust needed to perform this maneuver. A low-amplitude doublet is commanded to accommodate for the low engine authority in pitch. Even still, good pitch rate tracking is demonstrated. Figure 4 shows the resulting time histories of the other states. It demonstrates that the primary control task of the engines, i.e., maintaining flight speed, must be abandoned in order to control pitch rate. In this case, flight speed variations of up to 25 ft/sec from its trim value are experienced. This undesirable effect must be accepted if pitch control is to be maintained by thrust. The angle of attack and pitch attitude angles respond as expected. The final paper will address the important aspects of the switching logic between the primary and secondary actuation channels. 
